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Consortium Website:
http://www.edtech.vt.edu/fcc/mod2.html

Logon to the Courseinfo modules:
WWU1, WWU1 (Username and password, case sensitive)
Through WWU25, WWU25

If you wish, e-mail John Farquhar (John.Farquhar@wwu.edu) or Karen Casto (Karen.Casto@wwu.edu) to get your own individual logon to the system.

Constructivist Theory Links:
• CSILE knowledge forum, University of Toronto:
  http://www.learn.motion.com/lim/kf/KF0.html
• CoVis scientific visualization project collaboratory notebook tool, Northwestern University:
  http://www.covis.nwu.edu/
• Web-Integrated Science Environment (WISE) (UC Berkeley)
  http://wise.berkeley.edu/welcome.php
• Microworlds Pro, knowledge generation using Logo programming language:
• Center for Highly Interactive Computing in Education, Model-It program:
  http://hi-ce.eecs.umich.edu/index.html